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Training summary
This course is designed for those students who wish to learn
numerous advanced MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook
features. By the end of this training, the students will be able to
use advanced features of Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook
in an office environment with maximum efficiency as well as the
most important office applications which are extremely useful in
secretarial routine and office administrative work.
It is one of the vital skills that the company seeks for in your
resume. Build up your career with computer skills. Learners
Point is here to assist you in building your career. This course is
the initial step in IT education. Microsoft Office has come up with
renovated and new features for all the applications included in
this package. Among Word, PowerPoint and Excel, this pack
integrates some other utilities such as Outlook.

Training summary

Located at the
heart of Dubai
Learners Point is a well-recognized institute in
corporate and individual training in the MENA
region and has contributed to the career success of
more than 110,000 professionals since its founding
in 2001. We are ISO 9001:2015 quality management
system certified.
Our training institute is licensed by the Government
of Dubai, UAE, and our certifications are widely
recognized by employers around the globe.

We are also associated with CPD UK, the premier accreditation service provider in the United Kingdom.

Objectives

UAE is the home to more than around 500,000 various companies and this program can help you become part of them.
Presently, computer knowledge is crucial especially in finding better jobs. You should be computer literate, particularly
in office applications.

Objectives

Course outline

Excel

Course outline

Word

Powerpoint

Outlook

Formulas and functions
• Entering formulas
• Excel arithmetic operators
• Using autoFill options
• Using commonly used functions
Organizing worksheet and table data
• Entering formulas
• Excel arithmetic operators
• Using autofill options
• Using commonly used functions• entering formulas
• Excel arithmetic operators
• Using autofill options
• Using commonly used functions
Working with charts
• Summarizing data using charts
• Customizing chart data
• Format chart legend and titles
• Creating a pie chart
Course outline: Microsoft excel

Working with graphics
• Adding pictures into a worksheet
• Customizing pictures and objects
• Adding drawing objects
• Adding smartart into a worksheet
Managing large workbook
• Managing large workbooks
• Printing worksheets
• Setting page setup option
Customizing & enhancing workbooks
• Customizing excel to your work
• Creating hyperlinks
• Customizing quick access toolbar

Course outline: Microsoft excel

Formatting Text & Paragraphs
• Setting tab stops
• Organizing list information
Formatting documents to print
• Using headers & footers
• Proofing
• Preparing for Print
Using tables in word 16
• Inserting tables
• Modifying tables
• Sorting lists

Course outline: Microsoft word

Working with illustrations
• Inserting pictures
• Manipulating images
• Wrapping text around a picture
Creating mass mailing documents
• How to imerge?
• Setting rules for merging
• Creating simple mailing documents
Referencing information
• Creating an index
• Creating a table of contents

Course outline: Microsoft word

Working with Text
• Using an outline
• Adding text
• Using bullets and numbering
• Formatting text & paragraphs
• Using text boxes
• Setting tabs
Adding multimedia elements
• Using multimedia elements
• Working with pictures
• Applying styles & effects
• Modifying hyperlinks
• Working with smartart

Course outline: Microsoft powerpoint

Enhancing presentations
• Adding audio & video media
• Using animation
• Managing multiple transitions
• Changing animation order
• Using slide transitions section
Preparing the slide show
• Reviewing the presentation
• Customizing the presentation
• Proofing the presentation
• Setting up a slide show
• Using presentation tools
• Using presenter view
• Rehearsing a presentation
• Presenting the slide show

Course outline: Microsoft powerpoint

MS Outlook
• Working with graphics
• Introduction
• Contacts
• Group
• Messaging with ms outlook
• Calendar
• Meetings and appointments
• Tasks and notes
• Working with folders
• Rules and alerts

Course outline: Microsoft outlook

About our trainer
We, at Learners Point, take immense pride in our
teaching methods and instructors. Our instructors are
some of the best experts from their fields and employ a
practical approach to learning. Many of them are globally
recognised and have a diverse set of experience in their
field of expertise.
You are always sure to have the best in the industry as
your teachers who are ready to guide you at every step
and make the experience informative yet enjoyable.
Apart from the focus on learning your chosen course,
our instructors also encourage students to develop
communication skills and interpersonal skills necessary
to excel in the practical world. We offer one of the best
MS Office Training courses in Dubai.

Trainer

Our cutting edge teaching methods make every
program an immersive and productive experience for
the learners. Our learning methods are research-driven
and are continuously updated to stay relevant to present times as well as the future. You will enjoy practical
applications of everything learned through theory and
regular mock examinations to help monitor your
progress. Our courses are led by an instructor in a
classroom setup and we do offer online high-quality
sessions as well for individuals. We also monitor the
training sessions with a progress tracker to maintain
high standards of instruction & ethics.

Students review
Abdul Rahman
“I have completed the MS Office course from Learners Point. I am very
thankful to both my trainer and my course advisor. Our trainer was
having strong technical capability and real-world knowledge. He was
able to explain all points very effectively. I never knew there are many
such wonderful features in the MS Office which can help us in a great
deal at office work. Also, their classroom atmosphere was very learning-friendly. I truly recommend all of you to join Learners Point without
a second thought."
Shaijil Muhammad
“I recently did the MS Office program with a trainer named Abid. I
learned many missing points and now I feel that it is very important for
all the office professionals to take up MS Office training as that can
really help us in our workplace. I appreciate the support from the
trainer regarding the training and schedule. Thank you Learners Point
for this wonderful training.”

Student review
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